BAMBOO RIDGE PRESS CELEBRATES ITS
45TH ANNIVERSARY

WITH THE RELEASE OF THE BIG #124

Bamboo Ridge
Journal of Hawai‘i Literature and Arts

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3, 2023
2:00 PM at the UH Mānoa
ART AUDITORIUM

FEATURING:
• thomas iannucci •
• ANN INOSHITA • LISA LINN KANAE •
• JEDDIE NARUMI KAWAHATSU • SCOTT KIKKAWA •
• DELAINA THOMAS • LEE A. TONOUCHI •
• MAHEALANI PEREZ WENDT •

Sponsored by: The Department of Languages &
Literatures of Europe & the Americas

For more information, to order books, or
donate, visit bambooridge.org or email
read@bambooridge.org

Follow us on social
media for updates:
@bambooridge